
Potential Applications Include:
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Features:
99.9%* decontamination rate for
viruses and bacteria
Passively sanitizes large indoor areas
Harmless to human skin and eyes
Low-voltage power requirements
Dry hand sanitation – no chemicals
Attractive, ergonomic designs

*Effectiveness increases over time: 
90% effective after 8 minutes
99.9% effective after 25 miutes

Using advanced Far-UV technology (invisible light), 
Cleanbeam™ safely eliminates viruses and bacteria, 
both airborne and on surfaces.



Poker Chip Cleaner

Designed specifically for sanitizing Casino game chips. Easy 
loading mechanism and huge 200 chip capacity. Rotating 
Far-UV light source and reflective coated interior ensures full 
exposure on every chip. Sanitizes a full load in just 20 seconds.

20"L x 23"W x 7.75"H (Closed)
36"L x 23"W x 7.75"H (With Drawer Extended)
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Hand Sanitizer - Wall Mounted
Contact-free hand sanitation. Eliminates 99.9% of germs in 
<10 seconds. Replace your conventional liquid-based 
sanitizers with a maintenance-free solution. Self-cleaning 
button or motion sensor options available.

11"L x 11.5"W x 14.5"H  

Hand Sanitizer - Countertop
Streamlined version of the Hand Sanitizer for countertop & 
desktop use. Great for sanitizing handheld items like cell phones 
and keys.

8"L x 6.5"W x 8.5"H

Ceiling Mounted
Perfect for sanitizing large indoor areas. Install above gather-
ing/high traffic areas and near entrances for maximum effective-
ness.

4"L x 3.5"W x 3"H(below ceiling)

Ceiling Mounted (Post)
Use for high ceiling applications. Most effective germ-killing 
range is between 7’-8’ above the ground. 

5.5"L x 7.5"W     Height Varies

Wand
This mobile unit makes disinfecting multiple objects and areas 
easy and safe. Use on children’s toys, shared workstations, 
vehicle interiors, shopping carts, etc.

3.5”L x 2”W x11H

Counter Mounted Adjustable (Tall)
Extended version of the Counter Mounted Unit. Can also be 
installed as a floor unit. Different base options available as 
either fixed (permanent) or weighted base (moveable). 

Counter Mounted Adjustable
Designed for use over service counters and shared worksta-
tions. Adjustable arm for directing the focus where you need it 
most. Great long-term replacement for clear guards and 
barriers. 

8” base, 32” fully extended height

8” base, 72” fully extended height


